
 

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". This bus was made by KarHeaven. It is not possible to buy this vehicle in the
game, but it can be used as an AI if you do some modifications. This article has some tips on how to make this work. If you
want to see more about this, please read on...

#WHAT IS THE CITY BUS O305

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". It was made by KarHeaven and it isn't available for purchase. You can put it
as AI but you will have to do some modifications. #WHY IS IT A HORRIBLE CONDITION?

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". It was made by KarHeaven and it isn't available for purchase. You can put it
as AI but you will have to do some modifications. #WHAT MAKES THE CITY BUS O305 DIFFERENT FROM OTHER
BUSSES?

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". It was made by KarHeaven and it isn't available for purchase. You can put it
as AI but you will have to do some modifications. #WHAT IS AI

The AI is the artificial intelligence inside your cars. It makes the car drive without you controlling it. #HOW DO I MAKE THE
CITY BUS O305 DRIVE WITHOUT ME TURNING THE KEY?

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". It was made by KarHeaven and it isn't available for purchase. You can put it
as AI but you will have to do some modifications. #HOW DO I MAKE THE CITY BUS O305 DRIVE WITHOUT ME
TURNING THE KEY?

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". It was made by KarHeaven and it isn't available for purchase. You can put it
as AI but you will have to do some modifications. #WHAT TOOLS DO I NEED TO MODIFY THE CITY BUS O305?

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". It was made by KarHeaven and it isn't available for purchase. You can put it
as AI but you will have to do some modifications. #WHAT TOOLS DO I NEED TO MODIFY THE CITY BUS O305?

The City Bus O305 is a bus in the game "Omsi 2". It was made by KarHeaven and it isn't available for purchase. You can put it
as AI but you will have to do some modifications. #WHAT DOES CHANGING TIRES AND WHEELS MEANS?

You can change everything of the City Bus O305. The tires and wheels, lights, roof and more! You can see all the different
possibilities on the article of the vehicle.
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